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a b s t r a c t

The biological activity of endocannabinoids like anandamide (AEA) and 2-arachidonoylglycerol (2-AG) is
subjected in vivo to a “metabolic control”, exerted mainly by catabolic enzymes. AEA is inactivated by
fatty acid amide hydrolase (FAAH), that is inhibited competitively by hydroxyanandamides (HAEAs)
generated from AEA by lipoxygenase activity. Among these derivatives, 15-HAEA has been shown to be
an effective (Ki w0.6 mM) FAAH inhibitor, that blocks also type-1 cannabinoid receptor (CB1R) but not
other components of the “endocannabinoid system (ECS)”, like the AEA transporter (AMT) or CB2R. Here,
we extended the study of the effect of 15-HAEA on the AEA synthetase (NAPE-PLD) and the AEA-binding
vanilloid receptor (TRPV1), showing that 15-HAEA activates the former (up to w140% of controls) and
inhibits the latter protein (down to w70%). We also show that 15-HAEA halves the synthesis of 2-AG and
almost doubles the transport of this compound across the membrane. In addition, we synthesized methyl
and acetyl derivatives of 15-HAEA (15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA, respectively), in order to check their
ability to modulate FAAH and the other ECS elements. In fact, methylation and acetylation are common
biochemical reactions in the cellular environment. We show that 15-MeOAEA, unlike 15-AcOAEA, is still
a powerful competitive inhibitor of FAAH (Ki w0.7 mM), and that both derivatives have negligible
interactions with the other proteins of ECS. Therefore, 15-MeOAEA is a FAAH inhibitor more selective
than 15-HAEA. Further molecular dynamics analysis gave clues to the molecular requirements for the
interaction of 15-HAEA and 15-MeOAEA with FAAH.

� 2010 Elsevier Masson SAS. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Anandamide (N-arachidonoylethanolamine, AEA) and 2-arach-
idonoylglycerol (2-AG) are the most prominent members of a class
of signaling molecules called “endocannabinoids” [1]. These
substances are endogenous ligands of type-1 (CB1R) and type-2
(CB2R) cannabinoid receptors [2]. Additionally, AEA (but not 2-AG)
can activate the transient receptor potential vanilloid 1 (TRPV1) [3].

AEA is mainly biosynthesized by a specific N-acylphosphatidy-
lethanolamine (NAPE)-hydrolyzing phospholipase D (NAPE-PLD)
[4], whereas the diacylglycerol lipase (DAGL) is the major enzyme
responsible for the biosynthesis of 2-AG [5]. The biological actions
of AEA and 2-AG are terminated by removal from the extracellular
space, mediated by purported membrane transporters (AEA or
2-AG membrane transporters, AMT or 2-AGMT respectively) [6],
followed by intracellular degradation by fatty acid amide hydrolase
(FAAH) [7], or monoacylglycerol lipase (MAGL) [8]. Taken together,
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receptors, metabolic enzymes and purported transporters of AEA,
2-AG and congeners form the “endocannabinoid system (ECS)” [9].

Among ECS components, only FAAH has been crystallized and
found to be a homodimer of two 63 kDa subunits [7]. FAAH shows
an unusual catalytic triad composed of serine-serine-lysine
(Ser241-Ser217-Lys142), and has been demonstrated to be the key-
regulator of endocannabinoid signaling in vivo [10]. On this basis,
FAAH inhibitors hold the promise to become suitable therapeutic
tools for several human diseases [11e14]. Although AEA is usually
hydrolysed by FAAH, in blood cells like platelets and poly-
morphonuclear leukocytes it can alternatively be oxidized by
lipoxygenase (LOX) [15,16]. AEA products generated by LOXs are
known to play a role within the brain [16,17], and in general
oxidized derivatives of AEA have a strong impact on cell functioning
[18,19].

The main products generated from AEA by LOXs are hydro-
peroxyanandamides, which are quickly reduced to hydroxy-
anandamides (HAEAs) inside the cells [18]. All HAEAs competitively
inhibit FAAH, with inhibition constant (Ki) values in the mM range
[20]. HAEAs also have a high degree of specificity towards other
elements of the ECS, like AMT, CB1R or CB2R [20]. Remarkably,
HAEAs are produced by the cell [21], and together with N-arach-
idonoylglycine [22] they represent the only natural FAAH inhibitors
as yet known. Unlike most synthetic compounds, HAEAs are
reversible inhibitor of enzyme activity, thus potentially allowing
a more flexible modulation of the ECS in vivo [17].

Here, we sought to extend the study of the interaction of the
most interesting HAEA, namely (15S)-hydroxy-(5Z,8Z,11Z,13E)
eicosatetraenoyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)amine (15-HAEA), with NAPE-
PLD and TRPV1, as well as with the proteins responsible for the
synthesis (DAGL), transport (2-AGMT) and hydrolysis (MAGL) of
2-AG. As a matter of fact, 15-HAEA is themain product generated by
15-LOX from AEA, and is an effective (Ki w0.6 mM) natural inhibitor
of FAAH [20]. Moreover, 15-HAEA might be subjected to two
biochemical modifications, like methylation and acetylation, that
represent reactions very common in the cell [23e25]. Our rationale
was that methylation and acetylation of the hydroxyl group of
HAEAs might modulate the interaction of these compounds with
the ECS elements, and in particular with FAAH, in the cell. There-
fore, in this study we developed synthetic routes in order to
produce (15S)-methoxy-(5Z,8Z,11Z,13E)eicosatetraenoyl-N-(2-hy-
droxyethyl)amine (15-MeOAEA), and (15S)-acetoxy-(5Z,8Z,11Z,13E)
eicosatetraenoyl-N-(2-hydroxyethyl)amine (15-AcOAEA). In addi-
tion, we modelled the interaction of AEA, 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA
and 15-AcOAEA with the active site of FAAH, with the aim of
clarifying some molecular details of the interaction of these
compounds with the enzyme.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Materials

Chemicals were of purest analytical grade, and all solvents were
of HPLC grade. Arachidonic acid (AA), AEA, linoleic acid, 2-oleoyl-
glycerol (2-OG), phosphatidylethanolamine (PE), CP55.940, resin-
iferatoxin (RTX) and 4-ethylmorpholine were from Sigma Chemical
Co. (St. Louis, MO, USA). N-Arachidonoylphosphatidylethanolamine
(NArPE) was synthesized from AA and PE as reported previously
[26]. 1-Stearoyl-2-arachidonyl-sn-glycerol (DAG) and 2-AG were
from Alexis (Cornerstone, San Diego, USA). Esterase from porcine
liver was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. TBTU (O-(benzo-
triazol-1-yl)-N,N,N0,N0-tetramethyluronium tetrafluoroborate) was
form Novabiochem (Merck Biosciences AG, Switzerland). [3H]-AEA
(179 Ci/mmol), [3H]-CP55.940 (126 Ci/mmol) and [3H]-RTX
(43 Ci/mmol) were purchased from Perkin Elmer Life Science
(Boston, MA, USA). [14C]-DAG (56 mCi/mmol) was from Amersham
(Little Chalfont, Bucks, UK). [3H]-NArPE (200 Ci/mmol) and [3H]-2-
OG (20 Ci/mmol) were from ARC (St Louis, MO, USA).

2.2. Purification of soybean 15-LOX-1

15-LOX-1 was purified from soybean (Glycine max (L.) Merrill,
Dolores) seeds (Saatbau Linz, Austria) on CM Sephadex C-50 and
DEAE Sepharose columns (Pharmacia, Uppsala, Sweden), and was
then subjected to a further step of purification by fast-protein liquid
chromatography (FPLC, size-exclusion column Superdex-200)
using an AKTA Explorer apparatus (Pharmacia), as described [27].
15-LOX-1 (2 mM) activity was assayed spectrophotometrically at
25 �C in 0.1 M sodium borate buffer (pH ¼ 9.0), by recording the
formation of conjugated hydroperoxides from linoleic acid (40 mM)
at 234 nm [27]. 15-LOX-1 was used to generate 15-HAEA, as
described below, following a published procedure [28].

2.3. Synthesis of (15S)-hydroxy-5,8,11,13-eicosatetraenoic
acid ((15S)-HETE)

10 U purified 15-LOX-1 were added to 100 mM arachidonic acid
(AA) in 250 ml of sodium borate buffer (0.1 M, pH ¼ 9.0) at room
temperature (r.t.). After 10 min the pH of the reaction was brought
down to 4.5 with 1.0 M acetic acid and the reaction products were
purified by SPE (OASIS HLB, 500 mg; Waters, Milford, MA, USA).
The 15-HPETE was reduced with an excess of sodium borohydride
at 0 �C under a gentle stream of nitrogen. After 30 min, the pH
was lowered and the reaction product was purified with SPE
(OASIS HLB, 100 mg). The AA derivatives were purified by reverse
phase-high performance liquid chromatography (RP-HPLC), using
an 1090 LC chromatographer equipped with a 1040A diode array
detector (HewlettePackard, Palo Alto, CA, USA) and a cosmosil
5C18 ARII column (5 mm, 250 � 4.6 mm, Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto,
Japan). Separations were performed at a flow rate of 1 ml/min
with a 10 min linear gradient of methanol/water/acetic acid, from
75/25/0.1 to 95/5/0.1 (v/v/v), followed by 5 min at the latter
conditions [28].

2.4. Synthesis of (15S)-methoxy-5,8,11,13-eicosatetraenoic
acid ((15S)-MeOETE)

The purified 15-HETE was esterified with an excess of ethereal
diazomethane at r.t. under nitrogen. After 30 min the excess of
diazomethane was evaporated under a flow of nitrogen. The
esterified AA derivativewas dissolved in 100 ml DMSO, cooled down
to �20 �C, then 100 ml methyl iodine was added. The reaction
continued for 1 h, then the excess of methyl iodine was evaporated
for 2 min under a gentle flow of nitrogen. The sample was purified
by SPE and RP-HPLC, as described above. After purification of the
methoxy-eicosatetraenoic acid methyl ester, the methyl ester of the
carboxylic acid was removed with 200 U esterase (from porcine
liver) in 100ml sodium borate (10mM, pH¼ 8.0) at r.t. After 1 h the
sample was purified with SPE.

2.5. Synthesis of (15S)-acetoxy-5,8,11,13-eicosatetraenoic
acid ((15S)-AcOETE)

The purified 15-HETE was esterified with an excess of ethereal
diazomethane at r.t. under nitrogen. After 30 min the excess of
diazomethanewas evaporated under a nitrogen flow. The esterified
AA derivative was dissolved in 500 ml acetic anhydride/pyridine
(1/1, v/v). The acetylationwas completed after 30min at 85 �C. After
cooling down,1ml of methanol was added and after mixing, 9ml of
50 mM acetic acid was added. The sample was purified by SPE and
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RP-HPLC as described above. After purification of the acetoxy-
eicosatetraenoic acid methyl ester, the methyl ester of the carbox-
ylic acid was removedwith 200 U esterase, in 100ml sodium borate
(10 mM, pH¼ 8.0) at r.t. After 1 h the sample was purified with SPE.

2.6. Synthesis of methoxy- and acetoxy-
eicosatetraenoylethanolamides (15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA)

The synthetic routes for 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA are sche-
matically depicted in Fig. 1. The purified AA derivatives were
Fig. 1. Schematic representation of the synthetic routes for 15-MeO
dissolved in 250 ml dimethylformamide and subsequently 0.95 eq.
of TBTU (O-(benzotriazol-1-yl)-N,N,N0,N0-tetramethyluronium tet-
rafluoroborate) and 1.5 eq. of 4-ethylmorpholine were added. After
5 min, 3 eq. of ethanolamine were added and the solution was
allowed to react for 2 h at r.t. under nitrogen. Then, 1 ml of meth-
anol and 9 ml of water were added to the reaction mixture, and the
products were purified as described above.

The final products were both >95% pure by HPLC, and were
reduced, hydrogenated, trimethyl silylated and analyzed by GC/MS
as reported [28]. In particular, the GC/MS spectrum of 15-MeOAEA
AEA and 15-AcOAEA (see Materials and methods for details).



Fig. 2. GC/MS analysis of 15-MeOAEA (A) and 15-AcOAEA (B) (For experimental details see Materials and methods).
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is shown in Fig. 2A. Prominent fragments were: [Mþ�CH3],m/z 443
(5%); [CH3eOeCHe(CH2)13eCONHe(CH2)2eOTMSþ], m/z 386
(26%); [CH3eOeCHe(CH2)13eCONHe(CH2)2eHOTMSþ], m/z 296
(23%); [CH3eOeCHe(CH2)4eCH3

þ], m/z 115 (83%) and m/z 116
(diagnostic ethanolamine fragment) (100%) [29,30]. Also 15-
AcOAEA was characterized by GC/MS after derivatization with TMS
(Fig. 2B). Characteristic fragmentations were: [Mþ�CH3], m/z
470 (1%); [Mþ�HOAc], m/z 425 (3%); [Mþ�HOAceCH3], m/z 410
(20%); [CH3eCOeOeCHe(CH2)13eCONHe(CH2)2eOTMSþeC2H2O],
m/z 372 (9%); [Mþ�HOTMSeHOAc], m/z 335 (5%); [Mþ�HOTMSe
HOAceC2H2O], m/z 293 (12%); m/z 116 (diagnostic ethanolamine
fragment) (100%). The overall yields of the synthetic routes were
w30% for 15-MeOAEA and w35% for 15-AcOAEA, starting from AA.
2.7. Assays of AEA metabolism

The synthesis of AEA through the activity of NAPE-PLD was
assayed with murine brain homogenates (200 mg/test), using
100 mM [3H]-NArPE as substrate [26]. The uptake of 500 nM [3H]-
AEA by AMT was measured with murine synaptosomes (100 mg/
test) as previously described [31]. The hydrolysis of 10 mM [3H]-AEA
by FAAH was assayed with murine brain homogenates (40 mg/test),
by measuring the release of [3H]-AA from [3H]-AEA through RP-
HPLC, as reported [32]. The effects of 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-
AcOAEA on NAPE-PLD, AMT and FAAH activity were determined by
adding each substance to the reaction mixture 15 min before the
radiolabelled substrates. For kinetic studies of FAAH activity,
different concentrations of [3H]AEA (in the range of 0e30 mM) and
of inhibitor (0e5.0 mM) were used, in order to determine apparent
MichaeliseMenten constant (Km), maximum velocity (Vmax) and
Ki by nonlinear regression analysis. To this aim, kinetic data
were fitted to MichaeliseMenten curves, that were subjected to
nonlinear regression analysis through the Prism4� program
(GraphPAD Software for Science, San Diego, CA, USA). The same
MichaeliseMenten curves were also analyzed by LineweavereBurk
diagrams (double-reciprocal plots), in order to further visualize the
type of inhibition.
2.8. Assays of 2-AG metabolism

The synthesis of 2-AG by DAGL was assayed with mouse brain
homogenates (100 mg protein/test), using 100 mM [14C]-DAG as
substrate [5]. The uptake of 500 nM [3H]-2-AG by 2-AGMT was
measured with murine synaptosomes (100 mg/test), as described
above for AMT. The hydrolysis of 2-AG byMAGLwasmeasuredwith
mouse brain supernatants (100 mg protein/test), using 10 mM [3H]-
2-OG as substrate [8]. The effects of 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-
AcOAEA on DAGL, 2-AGMT and MAGL activity were tested by
adding each compound to the reaction mixture 15 min before the
radiolabelled substrates.
2.9. Binding to cannabinoid and vanilloid receptors

Membrane fractions isolated from mouse brain were used in
rapid filtration assays with the synthetic cannabinoid [3H]-
CP55.940 (500 pM), in the presence of the protease inhibitor
phenylmethylsulphonyl fluoride (50 mM) as described [33]. The
membrane fractions were used also to test the effect of the
compounds on the binding of TRPV1 agonist [3H]-RTX (500 pM) by
rapid filtration assay [33]. In all experiments, unspecific binding
was determined in the presence of an excess (1 mM) of “cold”
agonist (CP55.940 or RTX, respectively), as reported [33]. The
effects of 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA on CB1R, CB2R and
TRPV1 receptors were tested by adding each compound to the
reaction mixture 15 min before the radiolabelled ligands.
2.10. Molecular modelling of FAAH

The crystal structure of FAAH (Protein Data Bank file 1MT5) [34],
complexed with the irreversible inhibitor methoxy arachidonoyl
fluorophosphonate (MAFP), was used as a reference to model the
complexes of FAAH with AEA, 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-
AcOAEA. The structure of the enzyme was prepared using the
module Leap of the program AMBER [35] to add all the missing
atoms to the system; the catalytic lysine was built as neutral. The
structure was then imported in MOE [36] and energy-minimized,
by using the Amber99 force field and the Born solvationmodel with
dielectric constants of 4 and 80 for the interior and the exterior,
respectively.

The optimization of the geometry was carried out in four steps:
1) Energy minimization with restraints (100 kcal mol�1 Å�2)
applied to heavy atoms; 2) minimization of the side-chains not
present in the X-ray structure (missing atoms of the pdb); 3) energy
minimization of the system with restraints (50 kcal mol�1 Å�2)
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applied to backbone atoms; 4) full minimization of the system. AEA
was built using the geometry of MAFP as a template. Molecular
graphics techniques were used to modify the polar head of MAFP
(covalently bound to FAAH) and to convert it into AEA. To obtain
a reasonable starting geometry of the FAAH/AEA complex, only few
torsions were manually rotated, namely C3eC2, C2eC1, C1eN; the
fatty acid chain of themoleculewas kept fixed, while the polar head
was rearranged in the cavity of the enzyme. The geometry of the
FAAH/AEA complex was optimized in three steps: 1) energy mini-
mization of AEA and all the atoms within 9 Å from any atom of the
ligand with restraints on the backbone atoms; 2) restrained mini-
mization of all the atoms of the system; 3) full minimization. The
Amber99 force field with Born solvation was used. The structure of
AEAwas then used to built the analogues oxydated at C15 with few
graphic manipulations of the substituent in the case of 15-AcOAEA,
to eliminate overlapping with the surrounding enzyme atoms. The
complexes were then energy-minimized as described for AEA.
Visual inspection of modelled complexes and ligands was per-
formed with PyMOL [37]. The analysis of enzyme channels was
conducted with the CAVER [38], freely available as PyMOL plugin
and as a stand-alone program.
2.11. Molecular dynamics

The four complexes of FAAH with AEA, 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA or
15-AcOAEAwere subjected to 2 nsMD simulations, usingMOEwith
Amber99 force field as described above. For each run, the fully-
minimized structure was equilibrated for 0.5 ns with subsequent
runs at 20, 100, 200, and 300 K. Then, a 1.5 ns MD run at 300 K was
used to analyze the systems. For each modelled system, the MD
trajectory was analyzed measuring several intra- and inter-
molecular geometrical features. In particular, the geometry of the
catalytic triad, the interaction with the nucleophile center of the
ligand, and the interaction of the ligand with Met191 and Gly240
were monitored, in order to investigate the polar moiety of the
ligand. The fatty acid moieties of the ligands were analyzed
measuring the dihedral torsions of the fatty chain. The hydrophobic
interaction with the enzyme cavity was also measured.
2.12. Statistical analysis

Data reported in this paper are the mean (�S.D.) of at least three
independent determinations, each in duplicate. Statistical analysis
was performed by nonparametric ManneWhitney U test, elabo-
rating experimental data by means of the GraphPad Prism4�

(GraphPAD Software for Science, San Diego, CA, USA).
Table 1
Effect of 1 mM 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA on the Elements of the Endocanna

Compound Control

NAPE-PLD activity (pmol/min per mg protein) 14 � 1 (100%)

AMT activity (pmol/min per mg protein) 0.80 � 0.10 (100%)

FAAH activity (pmol/min per mg protein) 210 � 15 (100%)

DAGL activity (pmol/min per mg protein) 398 � 14 (100%)

2-AGMT activity (pmol/min per mg protein) 2.0 � 0.2 (100%)

MAGL activity (pmol/min per mg protein) 511 � 41 (100%)

CB1R binding (fmol/mg protein) 112 � 12 (100%)

CB2R binding (fmol/mg protein) 27 � 3 (100%)

TRPV1 binding (fmol/mg protein) 220 � 25 (100%)

*p < 0.05 and **p < 0.01 versus control; #p < 0.05 and xp < 0.01 versus 15-HAEA.
3. Results

3.1. Effects of 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA
on AEA metabolism

We tested all compounds in the 0e1 mM range, in order to
ascertain their effects at physiologically relevant concentrations
[20,21]. First of all, we found that 15-HAEA dose-dependently
increased NAPE-PLD activity, with a maximum effect (w140% of
untreated controls) at 1 mM. Instead, 15-MeOAEA or 15-AcOAEA
were found to be ineffective under the same conditions (Table 1,
and data not shown). On the other hand, 1 mM 15-HAEA reduced
AEA transport by AMT to w70% of controls (Table 1), in keeping
with previous data [20], and similarly to 1 mM 15-MeOAEA (w75%)
but not to 1 mM 15-AcOAEA that was ineffective (Table 1). The
activity of FAAH was markedly reduced (w30%) by 1 mM 15-HAEA,
as expected [20], and by 15-MeOAEA with a maximum effect
(w30%) at 1 mM (Table 1). Instead, 15-AcOAEA had no significant
effect under the same experimental conditions (Table 1). To further
investigate the inhibition of FAAH by 15-MeOAEA, a more detailed
kinetic analysis was performed. Nonlinear regression analysis of
the kinetic data allowed to calculate the following apparent Km
(mM) and Vmax (pmol/min per mg protein) values for [3H]-AEA
hydrolysis: controls ¼ 3.3 � 1.2 and 304 � 24; 0.5 mM 15-
MeOAEA¼ 6.3� 2.1 and 297� 31; 5.0 mM15-MeOAEA¼ 25.2� 5.0
and 276 � 44. From these data, a Ki of 0.68 � 0.14 mM was calcu-
lated, that is very close to that (Ki ¼ 0.63 � 0.03 mM) already
reported for FAAH inhibition by 15-HAEA [20]. The type of inhibi-
tion was competitive, because the difference between Km of
controls and that of 15-MeOAEA was statistically significant
(p < 0.01 at both inhibitor concentrations), whereas the difference
between Vmax values was not (p > 0.05 in both cases). In addition,
LineweavereBurk analysis of the same MichaeliseMenten curves
further showed that the type of inhibition of 15-MeOAEA was
competitive (Fig. 3B). Incidentally, both Km and Vmax values of [3H]-
AEA hydrolysis by FAAH were in keeping with previous reports
[20,32].

3.2. Effects of 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA
on 2-AG metabolism

Next, we studied the effect of AEA derivatives on the synthetic
and hydrolytic enzymes responsible for 2-AG metabolism. We
found that 15-HAEA exerts a dose-dependent inhibition of DAGL,
with a maximum effect (50% of controls) at 1 mM (Table 1, and data
not shown). Instead, when we tested 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA
in the same concentration range (0e1 mM), no significant change of
binoid System.

15-HAEA 15-MeOAEA 15-AcOAEA

19 � 2* (136%) 12 � 1# (86%) 14 � 1# (100%)

0.57 � 0.04* (72%) 0.62 � 0.04* (77%) 0.77 � 0.05# (96%)

59 � 4** (28%) 69 � 3** (33%) 181 � 11x (86%)

199 � 12** (50%) 386 � 15x (97%) 339 � 10x (85%)

3.6 � 0.3** (180%) 2.2 � 0.2x (110%) 1.9 � 0.2x (95%)

470 � 38 (92%) 562 � 56 (110%) 536 � 38 (105%)

32 � 3** (28%) 83 � 6*,x (74%) 86 � 5*,x (77%)

27 � 2 (100%) 24 � 2 (89%) 24 � 2 (89%)

165 � 14* (75%) 221 � 20# (100%) 213 � 19# (97%)



Fig. 3. Kinetic analysis of FAAH. (A) MichaeliseMenten curves of [3H]AEA hydrolysis by
FAAH, determined by using different concentrations of substrate (0e30 mM range) and
of MeOAEA (0e5.0 mM range). (B) LineweavereBurk analysis of the same Michae-
liseMenten curves shown in panel A. It should be recalled that in double-reciprocal
plots (1/v versus 1/[S]) the intercept on the y axis corresponds to 1/Vmax, whereas that
on the x axis corresponds to �1/Km.
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DAGL activity could be observed (Table 1). Then, we investigated
the effect of 15-HAEA and its derivatives on the transport of [3H]-2-
AG by 2-AGMT. We found that 15-HAEA dose-dependently
increases 2-AGMT activity, up to a maximum of w180% of the
controls at 1 mM, whereas 1 mM 15-MeOAEA or 1 mM AcOAEA were
ineffective (Table 1). Finally, we found that 15-HAEA did not exhibit
any significant effect on the main 2-AG hydrolase, MAGL, when
used at concentrations up to 1 mM, and neither did 15-MeOAEA or
15-AcOAEA (Table 1).

3.3. Effects of 15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA
on cannabinoid and vanilloid receptors

To test the ability of 15-HAEA and its methyl and acetyl deriv-
atives to affect CB1R and CB2R binding, competition binding assays
were performed and the displacement of [3H]-CP55.940 was
measured. As expected, 1 mM 15-HAEA reduced [3H]-CP55940
binding to CB1R (down to w30% of controls) but not that to CB2R
[20], whereas 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEAweremuch less effective
on CB1R binding (w75% of controls), and did not affect at all CB2R
at concentrations up to 1 mM (Table 1). In addition, we found that
15-HAEA reduced [3H]-RTX binding to TRPV1 receptors down to
w70% of controls at 1 mM, whereas 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA
were ineffective under the same conditions (Table 1).

3.4. Molecular modelling and molecular dynamics analysis

In a final set of experiments we focused on the molecular
requirements that might affect the interaction of FAAH with AEA
and its derivatives. We show that AEA might enter the active site of
FAAH directly from the plasma membrane (Fig. 4A) and, once
cleaved off, the released polar amine can reach the cytosolic port
through the internal channel present in the protein (Fig. 4A). The
structural and dynamic features of AEA and its derivatives in the
binding pocket of FAAH (Fig. 4B) were investigated by using
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. To highlight the bound
conformations of the compounds, the MD trajectories were clus-
terized using the program MOLINE [39]. Table 2 reports the results
of the cluster analysis. The RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation) in
the spatial positions of the heavy atoms of the ligand was used to
collect the representative conformers of the ligand in the pocket of
the enzyme. A threshold of 0.5 Å in RMSD was used to distinguish
structurally different conformers. To estimate the induced-fit from
the enzyme on the conformation of the ligand, the bound confor-
mations of the ligand were relaxed without the enzyme. Fig. 4C
shows the representative conformers of AEA in the binding site of
the enzyme, while Fig. 4D shows the conformers of 15-HAEA. The
latter ligand had 5 bound conformers more than AEA. Moreover,
the energy differences between bound conformers and the nearest
free conformers is higher for AEA than for 15-HAEA. As shown in
Table 2, the difference between themost stable conformation in the
free and bound state is w25 kcal mol�1 for AEA and only
15 kcal mol�1 for 15-HAEA. Moreover, the structures of AEA within
the enzyme show a close similarity, while the conformations of 15-
HAEA are more distinct, especially in the C16eC20 tail, because the
hydroxyl group is well-oriented in the enzyme cavity. Fig. 4E and F
report the hydrogen-bonding interactions observed from the
molecular modelling analysis of 15-HAEA and 15-MeOAEA, whose
structures were rendered using the PyMOL program [28]. From
these models it can be calculated that FAAH/15-HAEA complex is
favoured by three possible H-bonds (namely with Leu372, Glu373,
and Ser376), while interaction of FAAH with 15-MeOAEA allows H-
bond interactions with only one amino acid, Tyr335. Therefore, the
presence of a methyl group seems to reduce the stability of the
protein/ligand complex, although 15-MeOAEA can be still accom-
modated within the binding site of FAAH. Instead, 15-AcOAEA was
found to be unable to generate hydrogen bonds with FAAH (data
not shown), and hence it is not likely to be accommodated into the
enzyme active site, due to the hindrance of the acetoxy group.

4. Discussion

In the present study we have extended a previous investigation
on the effects of 15-HAEA, a natural inhibitor of FAAH [20], to all
elements of the endocannabinoid system. In addition, we have
checked the role of methylation and acetylation of 15-HAEA on its
ability to interact with ECS proteins.

First of all, it should be mentioned that endocannabinoids are
found at nMemM concentrations in cells, tissues and body fluids of
mammals [40e42]. Thus, doses up to 1 mM are used in several
experimental paradigms, and their biological activities are
considered of physiological relevance [12,20,21,43]. On the other
hand, HAEAs are rather unstable and difficult to measure in bio-
logical samples [20,21]. Yet, lipoxygenase metabolism of AEA (that
generates HAEAs) has been demonstrated in rat brain and blood
cells [16,19], and a similar oxidative metabolism of 2-AG has been



Fig. 4. Structure of FAAH and modelled complexes of FAAH with AEA and its analogues. (A) Static view of FAAH (cartoons of the two monomers in orange and magenta) cytosol
(cyan) and membrane (yellow) ports computed with CAVER. The size of the channels indicates the available free volume for the entry of the substrate (solid sphere in CPK colours)
and the exit of the products. (B) FAAH pocket (in magenta the solvent accessible molecular surface of FAAH), ligand (solid sphere in CPK colours), central paths through the channels
to cytosol (yellow) and membrane (cyan). (C) Representative conformations of the MD trajectory for AEA. Ligand in solid stick (CPK colours). Residues within 5 Å from the ligand in
grey. (D) Representative conformations of the MD trajectory for 15-HAEA. Ligand in solid stick (CPK colours). Residues within 5 Å from the ligand in grey. (E) H-bond interactions
(yellow dashed lines) formed between the 15-hydroxyl group of 15-HAEA and Leu372, Glu373 and Ser376 of FAAH. (F) Only one H-bond is formed by 15-MeOAEAwith the hydroxyl
group of Tyr335 of FAAH.
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shown in a eukaryotic cellular environment [18]. On this basis, we
chose to investigate the effect of 15-HAEA and its derivatives in the
0e1 mM range. In the same context, it should be stressed that the
in vivo existence of 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA remains to be
demonstrated, although these derivatives are likely to be formed by
intact cells. In fact, methylation and acetylation are common post-
translational proteinmodifications in the intracellular environment
that can regulate protein activity, but they can also act as a modu-
latory mechanisms of bioactive compounds [23]. Interestingly, this
is true for the regulation of the antibacterial proprieties of exoge-
nous cannabinoids [44], and for themodulation of the activity of the
endocannabinoid NADA [24]. It can be anticipated that, much alike
HAEAs, more powerful analytical techniques need to be developed,
in order to detect 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA in cells, tissues or
biological fluids, thus confirming their physiological relevance.
We show that 15-HAEA, besides inhibiting AEA hydrolysis by
FAAH, enhances AEA biosynthesis by NAPE-PLD, representing the
first activator ever described for the latter enzyme. This finding
might have therapeutic relevance for the treatment of human
diseases where the activity of NAPE-PLD is decreased, and/or that
of FAAH is increased [40]. In addition, 15-HAEA reduces 2-AG
biosynthesis by DAGL and enhances 2-AG transport by 2-AGMT,
overall reducing the extracellular content of this endocannabinoid.
Therefore, 15-HAEA enhances the tone of AEA and reduces that
of 2-AG, an opposite regulation that is in keepingwith recent in vivo
data, showing that one compound is up-regulated at the expenses
of the other [13]. Incidentally, the observation that 2-AGMT
is activated by 15-HAEA whereas AMT is inhibited is suggestive
that the uptake of these two endocannabinoids across plasma
membranes occurs via different transporters [45]. Finally, we show



Table 2
Cluster Analysis of AEA and 15-HAEA in the FAAH Pocket. (A) RMSD (Å) values between bound (upper triangle) and free conformers (lower triangle) of AEA in the pocket of
FAAH. Bound conformers were derived from the clustering of MD trajectories in the pocket of FAAH using a threshold of 0.5 Å. Free conformers were obtained from the energy
minimization of the ligand alone. (B) The same as AEA for 15-HAEA.

A

B
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that 15-HAEA is also able to reduce RTX binding to TRPV1, although
to a lower extent (w70% versus w30% of controls) compared to its
ability to reduce CB1R binding [20]. This finding suggests that
hydroxylation of AEA might counteract neuroinflammatory
pathologies, where both receptors are activated by an enhanced
AEA tone [40]. On a general note, it should be stressed that our
dose-dependence experiments can only identify the most effective
dose within a purported physiological range (i.e., up to 1 mM),
although they do not give information about the type of interaction
between 15-HAEA derivatives and the various ECS targets. For
instance, they do not clarify whether these compounds act as
agonists, antagonists, inverse agonists or allosteric modulators of
receptors, or as substrates for metabolic enzymes, an issue that
could be clarified only by using radiolabelled compounds. However,
the goal of defining the fine interaction of 15-HAEA derivatives with
ECS elements goes far beyond the purposes of this investigation,
and might be the subject of an independent study.

It is also noteworthy that 15-AcOAEA does not interact with any
of the proteins that constitute the ECS, demonstrating that acety-
lation is sufficient to prevent interaction of 15-HAEA with all its
targets within the ECS. Instead, methylation of 15-HAEA slightly
reduces its ability to inhibit FAAH (Ki values of w0.7 mM versus
w0.6 mM), but improves its selectivity towards other ECS elements.
In fact, 15-MeOAEA has no significant effect on NAPE-PLD, DAGL, 2-
AGMT, or TRPV1, and shows less than half of the 15-HAEA effect on
CB1R (1). Overall, 15-MeOAEA seems to be a better (more selective)
inhibitor of FAAH than 15-HAEA. Incidentally, it can be noted that
also the effect of 15-HAEA and 15-MeOAEA on AMT might simply
be due to the inhibition of FAAH, that reduces the concentration
gradient across the plasma membrane responsible for AEA uptake
[46]. In this context, it seems noteworthy that methylation of the
“endovanilloid” N-arachidonoyldopamine (NADA) by catechol-O-
methyltransferase has been shown to lead to a methyl derivative
(3-O-methyl-NADA) significantly less potent than NADA at TRPV1
[24], suggesting that methylation might represent a mechanism
of partial inactivation of NADA within the brain, where methyl-
transferase activity is abundant [24]. These observations lend
support to methylation of endocannabinoids as a biologically
relevant process for the modulation of endocannabinoid signaling.

Molecular modelling of the internal channels of FAAH high-
lighted two possible ports which allow substrate entry from one
side and product exit from another side, favoring the concept that
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FAAH might operate via recruitment and release steps [7]. These
ports are depicted in Fig. 4A and B. MD analysis of the interaction of
15-HAEA, 15-MeOAEA and 15-AcOAEA with FAAH demonstrated
a larger flexibility of both ligands (Fig. 4C and D), suggestive of an
entropic contribution that stabilizes their complexes with the
enzyme, and hence their inhibitory properties. Furthermore, our
simulations indicated that both enthalpic (larger H-bond network)
and entropic factors (larger ligand flexibility) may favour the
complexes of 15-HAEAand15-MeOAEAwith FAAH, compared to the
complex with AEA (Fig. 4E and F), thus supporting the functional
data on FAAH inhibitionby these compounds (ref. 20 and this study).
Instead, 15-AcOAEA cannot form hydrogen bonds with FAAH, nor
can be accommodated in the binding pocket of the enzyme due to
steric hindrance of the acetoxy group, thus explaining the lack of
inhibitory properties.More in general, the constraints introduced by
the hindrance of the acetyl group could account for the lack of
interaction of 15-AcOAEAwith the other ECS proteins, althoughMD
simulations shouldbe extended to thebinding sites of theseproteins
to make more conclusive statements. In conclusion, we confirmed
that endogenous products like hydroxyanandamides can serve as
physiological modulators of AEA effects on the proteins of the
endocannabinoid system. In particular, we show that 15-HAEA
inhibits FAAH and DAGL, while activating NAPE-PLD and 2-AGMT,
overall increasing the tone and signalingofAEA, and reducing thatof
2-AG. Therefore,15-HAEAmight be instrumental for the “yineyang”
regulation of AEA and 2-AG activity that has been observed in
several physiological situations, both centrallyandperipherally [13].
In addition, we investigated the effect of two potential endogenous
derivatives of 15-HAEA, and showthatmethylationmight be an easy
way for the cell to transform 15-HAEA in a more selective FAAH
inhibitor,with lowaffinity (if any) towards anyother elements of the
endocannabinoid system. Overall, it can be proposed that cells may
know how to modulate endocannabinoid signaling through mole-
cules much simpler than those synthesized in our laboratories to
target the proteins of the ECS.
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